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ABSTRACT

The two-dimensional stage paradigm (2DSP) has been suggested as an alternative audio mixing interface (AMI). This study seeks to refine the 2DSP by formally evaluating graphical track visualisation styles. Track visualisations considered were text only, circles containing text, individually coloured circles containing text, circles colour coded by instrument type with text, icons with text superimposed, circles with RMS related dynamic opacity and a traditional AMI. The usability evaluation focused on track selection efficiency and included user visualisation preference for this micro-task. Test subjects were instructed to click five randomly selected tracks for a six, sixteen and thirty-two track mix for each visualisation. The results indicate text only visualisation is best for efficiency however test subjects preferred icons and traditional AMI.

1 Introduction

The layout of the audio mixing interface (AMI) emerged in the late 1950s when engineers replaced the large three inch dials on the broadcasting consoles they were using for mixing music with slide-wires (i.e linear faders) [1]. The layout of the AMI has remained largely unchanged since this time with channels presented to the user as repeated vertical strips of controls that feature faders, knobs and buttons to manipulate and blend the constituent audio channels. This implementation-centric layout is termed the channel strip paradigm (CSP). Recently researchers have proposed alternative designs based on psychoacoustic principles that correlate with sound localisation in humans [2-8]. Several of these studies [3-7] present the two dimensional stage paradigm (2DSP) as an alternative to this established AMI. The 2DSP adopts a depth mixing approach with tracks represented as circular widgets on a stage [6]. A widget’s stage position relates to its pan position and perceived level, with the x-axis defining channel pan position and the y-axis defining the channels perceived level relative to the front of the stage, termed the listening position. The 2DSP represents a significant improvement over the CSP in enabling the user to visualise the absolute and relative spatial distribution of audio channels. Although the paradigm has been adopted in only a few commercial AMIs [9, 10], it has received promising feedback from test participants in several studies [3-7, 11]. Unfortunately the 2DSP can become cluttered in when mixing sessions with higher track counts [6]. This is because tracks with similar pan positions and levels overlap on the display. Furthermore, the movable nature of the widgets, when compared with the static CSP display, presents another potential barrier to track selection. The effect of intuitive track identification/selection on User Experience (UX)
was observed in prior work with users having to visually search the Graphical User Interface (GUI) for tracks when using some of the AMIs tested [11]. This visual search increased track selection time, and reduced UX, leading the authors to form the opinion that intuitive track selection is a key AMI user requirement. In light of this observation the aim of this paper is to investigate the effect of track widget visualisation style on track selection.

2 Background

2.1 Track widget visualisation
To the best of the authors knowledge, no study has yet been conducted that explicitly investigates the effect that track widget visualisation style has on track selection for the 2DSP.

Two studies have recently been conducted that explore 2DSP track widget visualisation with differing motivations [6, 7]. Gelineck & Uhrenholt [6] considered variations of the widgets to provide a visual representation of information “at a glance” for channel activity, monitoring of levels and monitoring of frequency content. In each variation the individually coloured circular widgets were replaced with an alternative, augmented visualisation style. In the variation that considered track activity tracks below a certain level were dimmed down on the display. Three variations were considered for the monitoring of levels including the mapping of real-time audio levels to circle diameter, circle colour brightness and by displaying a wavy line around each circle. For the monitoring of channel frequency content, three implementations were considered. The first mapped channel spectral centroid to circle colour brightness. The two other variations tested featured a line displayed around each circle which was “induced with noise” with the amount of noise added increasing with spectral brightness.

An informal evaluation approach was adopted which involved six professional engineers using each interface variation to mix multiple audio channels with no fixed mix task defined. The results of the evaluation indicate that the enhanced visualisations were not used directly for identifying differences between channels but performed a more supporting role, complementing the audio. The test subjects favoured dimming to indicate channel activity which proved very useful for quickly seeing which tracks were currently active. While the subjects found the noise lines displayed around each circle useful for indicating spectral content the visualisations were generally deemed too subtle. Gelineck & Uhrenholt advise that rapidly changing brightness and size should be used with care as they distract the user from the auditory task. Furthermore using circular widgets with large diameters increases the potential for clutter.

Mycroft et al considered the potential of harnessing Dynamic Query (DQ) filters to improve visual search tasks and critical listening tasks when using both the CSP and 2DSP [7]. This study built on prior work which indicated that visually more complex interfaces negatively affect a user’s ability to perform critical listening tasks [12,13]. DQ filters are commonly used to ameliorate clutter in web design, and in Mycroft’s implementation enabled the user to query pan position, level and individual channels. Mycroft’s implementation of the 2DSP featured a grey stage with numbered dark blue spheres for track widget visualisations. In the 2DSP the DQ filter was displayed as numbers. Selecting numbers on the x-axis queried pan position, y-axis queries level and numbers at the top of the screen allowed individual channel selection.

Mycroft et al adopted a two-stranded approach to evaluate each interface by considering a visual search task and a critical listening task. The results of this investigation revealed that the 2DSP with DQ filters enabled the subjects to perform the visual search tasks and critical listening task significantly more accurately when compared against the CSP and 2DSP with no DQ filters. Furthermore the 2DSP with DQ filters was most favoured by the test subjects overall.

These two studies indicate there is the potential when designing new AMIs that we risk overburdening the user with visual information which detracts from the primary auditory task. In order to explore this problem further it is first necessary to consider cognitive load with regard to mixing multi-track audio.
2.2 Cognitive Load

In the context of user interfaces, Cognitive Load (CL) theory [14] can be considered as the amount of mental resources required by the user to successfully operate the system to achieve their goals [15]. In this context, the term goal refers to a mental representation of an intention to accomplish a task [16]. CL is both intrinsic and extraneous [17]. Intrinsic CL refers to the inherent level of difficulty of the task. Extraneous CL is generated by the manner in which the information is presented to us. Ideally, designers should seek to reduce the extraneous CL when designing new interfaces. Humans have a limited working (short-term) memory which is determined by our cognitive architecture [18]. This working memory is used for all conscious activities, is the only memory that we can consciously monitor and is limited to around seven items/elements of information [19]. Working memory primarily uses two separate information processing channels: auditory/verbal and visual [20]. Long Term Memory (LTM) in contrast, represents a repository for more permanent knowledge/skill and is filtered through the working memory as required.

Figure 1 provides an overview of cognitive theory in the context of audio mixing (after Mayer & Moreno [20]).

The work presented by Whitenton (2013) presents three strategies for reducing CL in GUIs [15]. Firstly, designers should seek to remove visual clutter from the GUI. Secondly, GUIs should be built on existing mental models of systems they have used. Thirdly, designers should “offload tasks” by implementing designs that do not require the user to read extraneous text or remember information. This includes using pictures/icons and reordering information (for example the implementation of DQ filters in [7]). These strategies have been used to create a range of differing channel widget style visualisations for scrutiny via a specific track selection task.

3 Usability Evaluation

3.1 Channel Widget Visualisation Styles

Six different graphical channel widget visualisation styles were considered in this investigation. Figures 2-8 present example screenshots of each style. The first style was the simplest and represented channels with only text (Figure 2) and the second represented channels as white circles with a black border containing text (Figure 3). These two interfaces represented simplified representations of the 2DSP, adopting Whitenton’s guidance of avoiding visual clutter. The third style represented channels as individually coloured circles containing text (Figure 4). This visualisation style has been used by Gelineck [5]. The fourth style considered was inspired by a common user approach to colour
Figure 2: Interface 1: text only
Figure 3: Interface 2: black and white circles
Figure 4: Interface 3: individually coloured circles
Figure 5: Interface 4: circles coloured by group
Figure 6: Interface 5: icons
Figure 7: Interface 6: dynamic circles
Figure 8: Interface 7: channel strip benchmark
Figure 9: Evaluation interface
coding channels in the Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) depending on their instrument group and instead of colouring circles individually circles were coloured according to their instrument group (e.g. all drum track widgets coloured blue etc.) (Figure 5). This design was included in an attempt to build on a user’s existing mental model as per Whitenton’s second recommendation. In the fifth style the channels were represented by skeuomorphic icons of the channel’s instrument with text superimposed (Figure 6). This style was included as it was favoured by participants in an earlier test [11] and conformed to Whitenton’s third recommendation to use pictures/icons. The sixth style was more dynamic in nature and featured green circles, containing text, which changed opacity in real time relative to the channel’s RMS level (Figure 7). This visualisation style is similar to Gelineck’s implementation where inactive tracks were dimmed down. One further interface that replicated the DAW channel strip paradigm (CSP) was also developed to act as a benchmark during testing (Figure 8). This interface was similar to the implementation used by Mycroft et al. [7] and featured buttons for scrolling between tracks. Channels on this benchmark interface were ordered according to instrument type (i.e. drums, bass guitar, guitars, vocals, keyboards).

A consistent method of displaying channel name was adopted in all 2DSP interfaces. A single line of text was drawn over the centre of each widget to denote the channel name. The main 2DSP interface used with each visualisation style remained consistent and deliberately simplistic featuring a white background with a single line to represent the pan centre and black rectangular border to illustrate the bounds of the stage.

3.2 Evaluation Approach

A formal approach to usability evaluation was adopted to assess the relative merits of each interface. This approach has been successfully adopted by the authors to evaluate interfaces in prior work [11]. Usability is defined in the ISO 9241-11:1998 as “the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use” [21]. Wanderley advises conducting such tests using a focussed musical micro-task in a defined context [22]. For this reason the task of instructing test subjects to select channels using each track widget style while the associated audio tracks were playing was used to replicate a real-world scenario.

Track selection time was used as a measure of efficiency. An interface that enabled users to quickly identify/select target channels was deemed a primary user concern in prior work [11]. This assertion was reinforced by Calrec engineer, Henry Bourne in a recent panel [23]. Furthermore, in a study that considered differing methods of CL measurement, using selection time produced consistently reliable results [24]. Effectiveness was measured in terms of accuracy i.e. did the subjects select the correct target widget. Satisfaction was measured using a preference score. The Microsoft Desirablity Toolkit was used as a second subjective measure of satisfaction. Following Nielsen [25] the range of keywords was reduced from 150 to 25 to simplify the process of selecting keywords.

The evaluation software and candidate interfaces were developed in HTML5/JavaScript and harnessed a range of open source libraries for abstracting control of the Web Audio API (Tone.js) [26] and the display/control of visual elements via the canvas element (Create.js) [27].

The mixes were created in a 2DSP interface using short loops (less than 15 seconds in length) from twenty-one different multi-track sessions sourced from the Open Multitrack Testbed [28]. In order to correctly map the level of each track to a perceived distance all audio tracks were normalised to -23 LUFS. The sessions were then mixed to a standard deemed acceptable using the 2DSP in a bid to emulate the “in-the-mix” context. It is noteworthy to mention that in creating the sessions that contained 32 tracks, the potential for widgets to overlay was common place. In order to prevent any one widget being obscured, and therefore harder to select, the channel’s mix positions were adjusted away from the authors preferred position e.g. a visually competing snare bottom track was panned slightly to the left of a snare top track.
3.3 Test structure

Eighteen test subjects took part in the formal evaluation. Each subject had at least one year’s experience of music production. The subjects’ ages ranged from 19 to 55. Four of the subjects were female and the rest male. The evaluation was conducted using a desktop computer with the web browser maximised to full screen. The audio playback level was pre-set and the subjects used their own headphones as a means of monitoring. Each evaluation began with a training session which involved instructing each subject on how to participate in the evaluation alongside providing an introduction to the 2DSP. Any queries were addressed prior to commencing the evaluation.

The evaluation interface included a large box for displaying the candidate interface and a smaller text box positioned to the right of the screen to instruct the test subject to select a specific channel by clicking on it. This design consideration was employed to minimise the inherent addition of CL brought about by periodically adding/removing text instructions from the display during the test.

For each of the seven widget visualisation styles the subjects were instructed to click a randomly selected channel for each mix five times. Given the concerns raised regarding scalability of the 2DSP, three different mixes were considered for each visualisation. The first mix consisted of 6 tracks, the second 16 tracks and the third 32 tracks.

The order in which the interfaces were presented to the user and the audio material used in each test were randomised. Navigational prompts were used to step the subjects through the tests with opportunities provided for the subjects to pause if they so desired between tests. On average the test took around 15 minutes to complete.

Once all tests had been completed, each subject was presented with a user preference evaluation interface as shown in Figure 9. This interface featured a vertical strip for the evaluation of each interface including a picture of the interface, a vertical slider for preference rating and five keyword selection menus.

4 Results

4.1 Efficiency

Unsurprisingly track selection time increased with track count. Average track selection times (AST) for the 6 track scenario were the most consistent across all interfaces with subjects taking 2 seconds (+/- 0.3 seconds) to select target tracks. ASTs for the 16 track scenario show a similar relationship with subjects taking 3.5 seconds on average (+/- 0.3 seconds) to select target tracks with Interfaces 3 and 4 being slowest (ASTs of 3.8 seconds). The ASTs for the 32 track scenario was 5.3 seconds. In contrast to the 6 and 16 track scenarios, ASTs for the 32 track scenario fluctuated to a greater extent across the interfaces. Interfaces 2 and 3 have the slowest ASTs (6.1 and 6.4 seconds respectively) and interfaces 1 and 4 have the fastest ASTs (4.3 seconds and 4.6 seconds respectively).

Individual subject track selection time fluctuated in all tests that considered the 32 track scenario. This prompted a deeper scrutiny of the data. Conditional formatting of all subject track selection times was used to create-heat maps for each interface. Figure 10 shows an example plot for Interface 2. One column is provided for each test subject and the rows show the track selection times for the 5 tasks considered in each scenario. First 5 rows are for 6 track mix, second 5 rows are for 16 track mix and last 5 rows are for 32 track mix. Faster selection times are coloured green and slower selection times are coloured red.

The heat maps reveal this fluctuation to be most evident for Interfaces 2 and 3. This fluctuation was observed during testing, with subjects noticeably having to visually scan for a track for some time on one task and other times quickly and easily identifying a track.

Figure 10: Example heat-map for Interface 2
To take account of differences between the subjects the AST results were normalised using the formula:

$$y(i) = \frac{x(i) - x_{(\text{min})}}{x_{(\text{max})} - x_{(\text{min})}}$$  (1)

Where \(y(i)\) is the task’s normalised track selection time, \(x(i)\) is the task’s raw track selection time, \(x_{(\text{min})}\) is the test subject’s fastest track selection time and \(x_{(\text{max})}\) is the test subject’s slowest track selection time.

Figure 11 presents the Normalised Average Selection Time (NAST) for each interface and track count scenario. The NAST results echo the AST results with Interfaces 1 and 4 appearing to significantly reduce NAST when compared with interfaces 2 and 3 in the 32 track scenario. For 32 tracks, Interfaces 1 and 4 have a better mean than the benchmark interface (Interface 7) with Interface 1 appearing best, although the confidence intervals overlap so this can’t be said with any statistical confidence. Interfaces 5 and 6 perform similarly to the benchmark interface.

For the 16 track mix, Interfaces 1 and 6 had similar NASTs to the benchmark interface, although given the confidence interval overlap nothing can be claimed with any statistical confidence.

For the 6 track mix, Interface 2 appears to perform comparably with the benchmark interface, although again nothing can be claimed with any statistical confidence.

Interestingly, whilst the results for Interface 4 do show an increase for NAST going from 16 tracks to 32 tracks, this is the only instance where we cannot be confident that the increase in track count has led to an increase in NAST. It may be the case that this interface might perform better with higher track counts but this will need further investigation.

4.2 Effectiveness
All the interfaces tested proved equally effective with over 99% of target channels correctly selected by the subjects. This is not surprising given the simplicity to the task considered in this evaluation.

4.3 Satisfaction
Figures 12-18 present word-clouds for the interfaces evaluated. There appears to be a strong correlation with the keywords selected by the subjects to describe each interface and the average preference score (shown in Figure 19). The keywords selected for Interfaces 3’s word-cloud (which had the slowest AST/NAST) appear to mirror its reduced efficiency with subjects finding the use of colour overwhelming, busy, confusing and gets-in-the-way. Contrastingly, the keywords selected for the Interface 1, which scored well in terms of efficiency are very negative, i.e dull, disconnected, simplistic. Interface 2’s word-cloud features a similarly disparaging selection of keywords. There appears to be a mixed opinion between the subjects with regard to Interface 6’s keywords with some subjects
Figure 12: Word-cloud for Interface 1

Figure 13: Word-cloud for Interface 2

Figure 14: Word-cloud for Interface 3

Figure 15: Word-cloud for Interface 4

Figure 16: Word-cloud for Interface 5

Figure 17: Word-cloud for Interface 6

Figure 18: Word-cloud for Interface 7

Figure 19: Average preference scores
selecting clean, relevant and understandable while others perceiving the dynamically changing display overwhelming and gets-in-the-way. Interfaces 5 and 7 both feature a predominance of positive keywords with subjects finding Interface 5 easy-to-use, organised, clear and Interface 7 understandable, organised and clean. Interfaces 5 and 7 have the highest average preference ranking scores overall with Interface 5 being favoured by the subjects significantly more than Interfaces 1, 2, 3 and 4. The familiarity of the bench mark Interface 7 arguably accounts for the subjects’ apparent predisposition to this AMI. The satisfaction measures for Interface 5 indicate the subjects’ preference for a 2DSP that features skeuomorphic representations of the channels over more simplified visual styles.

4.4 Discussion of results

The contrasting results for efficiency and satisfaction present conflicting results. Whilst the subjects appeared fastest selecting tracks using the text-only interface (Interface 1) in the 32 track scenario, they clearly preferred using a more complex widget visualisation style, namely icons (Interface 5) which is only fourth fastest in the 6 and 16 track scenarios, and third fastest in the 32 track scenario. One may conjecture that the preference for skeuomorphic icons on a metaphorical stage best supports the subjects’ mental model of this AMI paradigm given its real world associations. The slower AST/NASTs for Interfaces 2 and 3 is particularly interesting because most published studies that consider the 2DSP implement widget visualisation styles that broadly conform to these two interfaces.

The scrolling CSP interface performs well in terms of efficiency and satisfaction. This is despite the subjects having to interact with the interface to a greater extent in the 16 and 32 track scenarios (which feature 2 and 4 pages of channels respectively). The authors believe this may partly be attributed to the enhanced user experience provided by ordering channels by instrument group. This belief is certainly reflected in the keywords selected for Interface 7. Future work should consider variations of the 2DSP that employ hierarchical structures to ordering channels in the GUI.

5 Conclusions

A formal usability evaluation that considered channel widget visualisation style for the 2DSP was conducted. Differences between the interfaces in terms of track selection time were observed in the 32 track scenario with the visually simplistic text-only variation (Interface 1) proving to be the most efficient variation overall. This result supports the view that visually simplistic interfaces reduce extraneous CL. The variations which presented channel widgets as black and white (Interface 2) and individually coloured (Interface 3) circles appeared least efficient for 32 channels. These apparent efficiency gains are not matched with regards to satisfaction, with subjects favouring more complicated visualisations over their simplified variations with Interface 5 (icons) the most preferred variation. This poses a potential issue for AMI interface designers considering performance improvements as they must balance what the user wants with what the user needs.
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